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Introduction:

The discovery of outer space has happened for over sixty years now, with many

different nations and organizations having sent manned and unmanned vehicles for

space exploration.

Outer Space is not owned by any nation or organization, with only research and

exploration missions being sent into space, however, with the increasing environmental

impacts on earth, there has been increased research into the colonization of space and

claiming sovereignty, by the likes of SpaceX and others.

While there are regulations in place such as the treaty of outer space, they are

outdated and could need some amending with the improvements in modern spacecraft

and increase in population, as the colonisation of space could potentially be a reality in

the future depending on the environmental and population impact. These regulations

were imposed in 1966 and have remained the same since then, and at this moment

there has not been any visible progress on space colonization by a nation.

Definition of Key Terms:
1. Outer Space: The expense that is beyond the Earth and its atmosphere

2. Colonisation: The process of settling on and controlling an area

3. Sovereignty: The authority to govern a certain area
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Background Information

The space race and history of space exploration and colonisation

The space race began in the 1950s as both the United States and the

Soviet Union had tried to reach space first. While the Soviets were successful in

sending the first man to space, it would end up being the United States who send

the first man to the moon.

At that time, the United Nations decided to agree upon the Treaty of Outer

Space which would prohibit the colonisation of Space or any sovereign claims, as

well as ban any military conflict in space as the nations were involved in a cold

war.

The treaty ensured that the space race would not lead to warfare but

rather scientific exploration and research into outer space, which meant that the

innovation in space technology also increased leading to more nations sending

missions to space.

The history of space colonisation

Many individuals believed that space colonization was necessary, as

Russian rocket scientist Konstantin Tsiolkovskywrote in his book “Beyond Planet

Earth” in 1900. He felt that humans going to space would perfect them and lead

to humans becoming immortal. In the 1920s, many others such as John
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Desmond Bernal, Hermann Oberth, Guido von Pirquet and Herman Noordung

would further develop the idea of space colonization in written pieces.

Outer space has been open to all nations since the Treaty of Outer Space

in 1966, and the area of outer space beyond national airspace defined as 50

miles above sea level, is controlled and shared by multiple different

organizations including the United Nations space subcommittee United Nations

Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA). Even then, ideas and developments

around space colonisation would continue, with ideas in the form of books such

as The High Frontier: Human Colonies in Space written by Gerard K. O'Neill

released in 1977, Lunar Base Handbook by Peter Eckart in 2006 and Return to

the Moon written by Harrison Schmitt in 2007. These books gave a new insight

into  space colonisation in the future and the possibilities.

In 1977 the first Space Station, the Salyut 6 station was launched into

space, and over the years more and more space stations were sent by different

nations, whose goal was to have a place for the researching astronauts to live

whilst in space.

Despite the new ideas and developments, the treaty laws meant that in

the short it would be impossible for nations to explore the possibility of space

colonization, however certain private space companies ended up beginning to

develop the ideas for space colonization, in particular the space company owned

by Elon Musk, SpaceX.

Musk and SpaceX would go on to release their mega colonisation plan in

the year 2016, as they aimed to colonise Mars and build human settlements

there. They aimed to make humanity a “multi-planetary species”, whereas Jeff

Bezos who also has a space company named Blue Origi also spoke about the
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need for space colonization for the betterment of humanity as a whole in the

future.

Given that there was no mention of private space companies in the treaty,

these companies such as SpaceX and Amazon have not been stopped in their

plans to colonise the outer space area, however given the technologies and

innovations required they had not made much progress.

Current Situation

Space colonization as it stands

At the current moment, no nation has succeeded with space colonisation,

however, SpaceX has begun to make progress with the spacecrafts required for

colonisation however it does not look possible in a long time. Given the long-term effects

of climate change and global warming, according to the University of York, humanity will

not be able to survive on earth from 2500 onwards with conditions becoming hostile from

as early as 2100, therefore humans will need to colonise and inhabit in space if they wish

to continue living.

The rules have become rather weak as there are loopholes within the rules and

the control and regulation behind them have weakened over the years, however, no

nation has attempted to use any loopholes and none exist for them, and there havent

been any violation of the treaty despite the UNOOSA not having much power over

nations or corporations, this could mean that in the future when space is potentially

colonised there could be violations and other malpractices by nations or companies,

however at this current moment it looks strongly unlikely as no group has the facilities

and research to be able to colonise parts of space and make them habitable for humans.
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As of now the only habitations in space are space stations, with the International

Space Station (ISS) being the largest. However, these space stations are temporary and

would not be able to sustain a larger population and be a permanent habitat. The ISS

could even fall back into the Earth in the year 2031, meaning that space stations are not

sustainable for space colonisations.

Another reason behind the stagnation of outer space innovation is that the treaty

laws specify that it is for the benefit of everybody, meaning that nations, in particular, that

wish to colonise and innovate in space have been regulated and that they will not be able

to colonise it as nations given that the goal is for common benefit.

Major Parties Involved and Their Views

United Nations Office for Outer Space Affairs (UNOOSA)

UNOOSA is the regulator for outer space by the UN, and they currently regulate

and maintain the Outer Space Treaty, which was adopted in 1966. The goal of the

UNOOSA is also to help all nations benefit from accessing space, and it does so through

the regulations that it has imposed up until this date. They also help nations understand

and ensure that they are abiding by international space law.

UNOOSA could feel that the laws could be hard to enforce if colonization

happens and that could lead to grave consequences if any of the international laws,

which the UNOOSA stresses on, is compromised.

United States of America

The United States has a key presence in space, and although no serious

attempts have been made, NASA (the USA space agency) has claimed that
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developments have been made to make space colonization possible in the far

future.NASA also feels that the data and research taken can be developed further in

order to help assist with space colonization in the future.

People’s Republic of China

The People’s Republic of China has mentioned in the past that they want to form

a sustainable human population in Mars in the future, and that they are looking at

sustainable options and ways to make the Mars climate habitable for humans, with

oxygen generators and water extractors. China has mentioned that they aim to begin

this mission in the 2030s, however no confirmation nor any official timeline or date has

been revealed.

Russian Federation

Russia has been committed to finding a feasible solution to colonization of space,

and has even collaborated with China in doing so. Russia had been committed to space

exploration however with the recent events in Ukraine many nations have cut off their

space exploration collaboration missions with Russia, meaning that the future of space

colonization and exploration in Russia remains uncertain.

SpaceX

SpaceX, owned by Elon Musk, has aimed to create a city in Mars to habitate

humans, as they feel that humanity will not be able to survive on the Earth, therefore

they have invested into new innovation and technology, as well as a lot of space

exploration and research in order to continue their project to colonise the mars .

UN Involvement, Relevant Resolutions, Treaties and Events

The UNOOSA was founded in 1958 by the United Nations in an attempt to

regulate the space race in order to ensure that the cold war would not lead to
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destruction of space as that would harm humanity a lot. The UNOOSA has assisted a

lot with enforcing these regulations as well as spreading awareness to countries about

space laws and how they may affect colonisation. The Treaty of Outer Space, 19

December 1966, RES 2222 (XXI)

o This treaty pointed out that the goal of space is to benefit everyone, and

only peaceful missions are allowed in space. However this could have

loopholes with regards to its rules on sovereignty as companies can

access that instead of countries.

Possible Solutions

● A possible solution is to amend the regulations in place so that they limit

companies that attempt to colonize space, and to ensure that they will

abide by the laws of space.

● Another solution is that nations can exercise their sovereignty as long as

the nonviolence rules are enforced in place by the UNOOSA.

● The UNOOSA could be given the power to punish nations that avert these

laws and assist in helping nations colonise space

● Investing more in research on colonising outer space.
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